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New Officers
First Track Decision on Steel Mill
Montmorenci Coming Back From Flood
Vandalia Club Has Visitors
New Officers were elected at the April 3rd business meeting. Current president David Fredrick
and his wife, Dana who had served as secretary, both asked not to be re-elected. Although terms are
normally for one year, it has been a practice that once someone is elected to an office they stay in it
for two years. Both David and Dana begged off due to their jobs which have some tough hours.
Jim Keller was elected president, Larry S remains treasurer, and Barbara S will be secretary.
We extend our sincere thanks to David and Dana for serving in their respective offices.
A considerable amount of time was spent in discussion of the Steel Mill complex at Benezette.
Two decisions were reached. The first was that the members agreed to change the route of the C&LE
mainline and eliminate the section which ran through Benezette. Instead the main will run directly
along the back wall between the west switch at Driftwood and the west switch at Benezette. It will
shorten the main line somewhat.
The siding at Driftwood will be extended along the same mainline giving operations a much
longer siding and access to the Steel mill complex will be on a west facing switch from the siding.
Two other decisions include moving the coke plant from the mill complex to the passenger car
yard at Keating. It will mean a change in operation for the coal drags. They will service the coke
ovens at Keating instead to the mill complex. The coke plant will not occupy the passenger yard until
the steel mill complex is substantially complete.
A unit coke train will serve the mill from Keating ..A unit ore train will continue to serve the mill
from Ashtabula, and a mill transfer from Keating will also service the complex. The operation
committee has also decided all trains serving the complex will be on a “no delay” basis. They will
simply leave or pickup cars. All in-complex traffic will be handled by the engines assigned to the steel
mill. They are three 70 tonners and an S-1.
Another major decision was to give preference to operation in the complex over creating a
visual impact. Still to be decided is the size and location of the staging yard in the complex as well as
the track layout and exact locations of the Blast Furnace, Basic Oxygen Furnace and the Rolling Mill
along with the allied small buildings needed. (Blast Furnace pictures are on page 9.)
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One of the major items being considered in the design is the “reach factor” which is how far a
person can reach into the complex to throw switches or re-rail any cars. Decisions on placement of
smaller buildings will be made after the track layout is determi ned.

The Montmorenci Produce Company has moved into its new building adjacent to Railroad
Street at right in the picture above. Gary Roe has installed a neat looking paving block street that
goes to the narrow gauge yard and provides access to the produce company.
The new Elk County Railway will have its own switcher, an S-1 and an eastern style caboose.
In the last news letter we outlined how the Elk County Railway will service Montmorenci and Portland
Mills. We welcome the new railroad which will result in some increased business for the C&LE.
Correction to the last Newsletter. In the This and That section the pictures of two short lines
included one of two Geeps for Decatur Junction. I said I wasn’t sure where the picture was taken. Jeff
Heine pointed out (if I had read the water tower sign) that it was at Cisco IL just east of Decatur.
Thanks Jeff..
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QSME Visits Vandalia Club
Vandalia Missouri population just over 25-hundred straddles U S highway 54 on the eastern
edge of Audrain County. It is kind of a peaceful town which for many years had one of the best
furniture stores to be found. Waters furniture was known for quality furniture and for the store owner
who was a benefactor to the town in many ways. I remember buying some furniture there about 40
years ago. When I decided what I wanted Mr. Waters said, hold on he would get the boy to help me. I
expected some strapping lad in his early 20s. The ‘boy’ turned out to be in his early 70s with white
hair but plenty strong. Did I mention the store owner was in his late 70s at the time?
In time Waters furniture
changed hands and the coowner Mike Udelhoven created
a hobby shop and wanted to
build a model railroad on the
second floor of one of the
buildings they owned. This is
what came of that desire.
(left). The Eastern Depot of the
Kansas City Southern model
railroad is Roodhouse IL where
the east west line from Kansas
City joins with a line from St
Louis to Springfield IL It really is
the site of a Wye.
(Right) This is the right hand
end of the wye, featuring a
seldom modeled scene. It is an
abandoned 3-stall roundhouse
from steam days, and the turntable bridge. Also in the scene
are abandoned tracks, RR
trucks, old sections of tracks
and a small outbuilding. It is an
excellent scenicking job.
(Incidentally unless otherwise
noted all pictures are by Gary
Roe. Thanks.) Eds Note: Copy
in Italics is from Boyd Barrett.
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“We started in '95 or '96. Mike Udelhoven, then co -owner of Waters Furniture, wanted to build a model railroad
depicting the line through Vandalia. We had to do about a year's worth of work on the 30' x 60' room, remove a bunch
of junk and leftover old stock from when the store had been Pearson's Clothing, then completely remove two walls and
the plaster and lathework from all the others, then finish the room and do the electrical work, etc. Carl Yager did the
electrical work. Mike, Larry Orr and I did most of the other work. The last three mentioned have done probably 95% of
the layout work.

The layout travels west
from Roodhouse across the
Illinois River and then (right)
spans the mighty Mississippi. The
Champ Clark highway bridge at
Louisiana is painted on a very
realistic background. I particularly
like the color of the muddy
Mississippi.
Incidentally the area on the
Missouri side of the river used to
be a most photogenic spot with
the old station and the BNSF
diamond.

(left) The depot at Bowling
Green MO. The railroad is
basically a single mainline and
is point to point.
I’m not sure Bowling Green
ever had this fancy a depot but
it still looks good.

Our layout depicts the KCS line from
Mexico, through Vandalia, across the
Mississippi River, then to Roodhouse,
IL, with a yet to be completed
industrial area to represent East St.
Louis. The prototype line really isn't
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that terribly busy, but as Mike U. owned the building where we were going to build, he pretty much had the say-so as to
what was going to be modeled, and this is what he wanted to do.

(left)
We all know the area
modeled is basically rural and I
particularly like this scene with
the tasseling cornfield and
another obviously abandoned
track. They are something we
still see a lot of in this region,
although mostly just the old
right-of-way.
We have tried to incorporate
recognizable scenes into our layout,
but of course there isn't room for
everything, as I'm sure you guys well
know.

(Right) The M F A grain
depot and warehouse at
Vandalia. During harvest
season it would produce a
fair amount of traffic for the
KCS.
I like the very realistic
scenes the Vandalia club
has built into its layout.
They
are
outstanding
considering
the
small
number of members.
If you see this and are
interested contact Boyd
Barrett
at
e-mail
bbss70@yahoo.com . I’m
sure the group would
welcome more members.
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Here is a great picture. It has a lot of depth, single track railroad through a rural area, and one
of the better large barns on any layout I have seen. It is typical of most farm scenes with extra pieces
of machinery lying around and a few animals in an area near the barn. It also gives an idea of the size
of the 30 by 60 foot layout. The barn is located near Farber.
Boyd continues: If I had my druthers I would have picked something busier , or prototype-freelanced a bit. I
would have to consider our layout more of an operating display rather than a working model railroad, but this is what
we're locked into and it serves its purpose.
It is wired for three cabs, with DC block control. Most of the scenicking was done by the aforementioned
three. All track is Atlas code 100 flextrack, with Atlas turnouts. I'm not real sure how long of a train we can run, I know
we've run probably a 40 or 50 car coal train before with no problem, our staging yard will hold that. Roodhouse would
basically be the far "eastern" point, with a line that runs "south" to an "East St. Louis" industrial/intermodal area (this is
along the north wall in the room). Mexico would be the western point; on the upper level of the only two level part of the
layout (east/west staging is on the bottom). Six or seven years ago, Mike decided to become a dealer, and when he
moved to Chicago in '06, Larry and I took over the model sales. Greg Wright of Wright’s Furniture in Hannibal owns
Waters, and has allowed the club to keep the room.
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My take on this picture may be
wrong but since it is the station site in
the small town of Farber it appears this
may no longer be used as a station.
The front yard is overgrown and there
is no longer any place for passengers
to wait or for freight handlers to work.

The layout is DC wired
for three cabs.
(right) This picture by Jeff Heine
gives you an idea of the length
of trains that can be handled.
Like the Burlington club
there is much to be said for
running modern equipment, but
there is no steam unless you
operate a steam special.
And longer trains are
really impressive. Once in a
while it is interesting to see a
transfer on the C&LE with 25 to
30 car transfers on our layout.
Boyd says they still have a lot to do. About the only part of the layout not in pictures is hidden behind a
backdrop, it is a roughly two loop helix (I use that term loosely there), to get from the staging area up/down to the
Mexico area. You are correct in saying there is more scenicking to do, my next big project is the main MFA elevator in
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Laddonia , there is still much to do in Mexico, as well as the E. St. Louis area, not real sure what that will turn into
structure-wise. And there is always going back and improving previous work!

The Laddonia area also will allow for the big Ethanol plant to be a traffic source for the KCS.
The real plant already has three storage tracks.

This group picture of the members of the QSME and some from Mexico gives a good view of
the Vandalia Club’s railroad. It is a really good sized, excellently scenicked, and operates quite well.
The members are to be congratulated and I hope sometime we get an invite back.
This and That (I need a name for this section)
Saturday March 28th QSME entertained 19 guests from St. Louis and Mexico MO. We invited
them to operate trains and see what we have built. I’m told everyone had a good time.
Here are three websites of interest. Trains.com has an article on the St Louis Museum of
Transport selling or giving away a number of items considered surplus. How about buying a 150 hp
switcher? Kelle Slough sent this next one about a huge display layout in Germany.
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=e98_1237657552

.

And this one came from Carol Ohman in CA. http://www.trainfestival2009.com/event -attractions.php
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At a recent contractors
session Mac Fisher is shown
adding lights to the interior of the
blast furnace.
The indentations in the
floor are where the molten steel
runs after being poured from the
furnace.
The first pour runs off the
slag which goes into the run
furthest from the camera under
Mac’s fingers.
The area of the blast
furnace is planned to have bright
yellow, orange, and white lights
flash every time there is a pour.
Another animation will
include the raising and lowering
of the skip loaders on the long
strip at the right side of the
building.
I’m
trying
to
keep
everyone informed as to the
progress on the Blast Furnace.
Hopefully we will have it at the
club by the end of April.
IMPORTANT:
Amtrak
has
banned photography from station
platforms unless you have a
ticket.
Trains Mag has 2 articles of note; One
on Tom Carper former Macomb mayor
now chairman of Amtrak board, & one
about the La Plata MO. Railroad Inn.

And as always
Model Railroading is Fun !!!!!
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